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Developing Thinking in Geometry Springer Science & Business Media
This volume reflects an appreciation of the interactive roles of
subject matter, teacher, student, and technologies in designing
classrooms that promote understanding of geometry and space.
Although these elements of geometry education are mutually
constituted, the book is organized to highlight, first, the
editors' vision of a general geometry education; second, the
development of student thinking in everyday and classroom contexts;
and third, the role of technologies. Rather than looking to high
school geometry as the locus--and all too often, the apex--of
geometric reasoning, the contributors to this volume suggest that
reasoning about space can and should be successfully integrated
with other forms of mathematics, starting at the elementary level
and continuing through high school. Reintegrating spatial reasoning
into the mathematical mainstream--indeed, placing it at the core of
K-12 mathematics environments that promote learning with
understanding--will mean increased attention to problems in
modeling, structure, and design and reinvigoration of traditional
topics such as measure, dimension, and form. Further, the editors'
position is that the teaching of geometry and spatial visualization
in school should not be compressed into a characterization of Greek
geometry, but should include attention to contributions to the
mathematics of space that developed subsequent to those of the
Greeks. This volume is essential reading for those involved in
mathematics education at all levels, including university faculty,
researchers, and graduate students.
Ricci Flow and the Poincare Conjecture American Mathematical Soc.
Dealing with dynamics of processes that repeat themselves regularly, this revised and updated edition
extends the thread from 1980 to the present day, concentrating on areas of interest where there will be
much activity in the future. This involves going through spatial biochemical, electrophysiological, and
organismic dynamical systems and patterns that were discovered by pursuing the theme of phase
singularities introduced in the original book. In particular the work on excitability in cell membranes will
be thoroughly updated as will the references throughout the book.
Volumetric Discrete Geometry Springer Nature
These lecture notes contain a guided tour to the Novikov Conjecture and related conjectures due to
Baum-Connes, Borel and Farrell-Jones. They begin with basics about higher signatures,
Whitehead torsion and the s-Cobordism Theorem. Then an introduction to surgery theory and a
version of the assembly map is presented. Using the solution of the Novikov conjecture for special
groups some applications to the classification of low dimensional manifolds are given.
Quantitative Tamarkin Theory American Mathematical Soc.
In the early 1980's, stimulated by work of Bloch and Deligne, Beilinson stated
some intriguing conjectures on special values of L-functions of algebraic varieties
defined over number fields. Roughly speaking these special values are
determinants of higher regulator maps relating the higher algebraic K-groups of
the variety to its cohomology. In this respect, higher algebraic K-theory is
believed to provide a universal, motivic cohomology theory and the regulator maps
are determined by Chern characters from higher algebraic K-theory to any other
suitable cohomology theory. Also, Beilinson stated a generalized Hodge
conjecture. This book provides an introduction to and a survey of Beilinson's
conjectures and an introduction to Jannsen's work with respect to the Hodge and

Tate conjectures. It addresses mathematicians with some knowledge of algebraic
number theory, elliptic curves and algebraic K-theory.
Hyperbolic Complex Spaces American Mathematical Soc.
What is it to be scientific? Is there such a thing as scientific method? And if so, how might
such methods be justified? Robert Nola and Howard Sankey seek to provide answers to these
fundamental questions in their exploration of the major recent theories of scientific method.
Although for many scientists their understanding of method is something they just pick up in
the course of being trained, Nola and Sankey argue that it is possible to be explicit about what
this tacit understanding of method is, rather than leave it as some unfathomable mystery.
They robustly defend the idea that there is such a thing as scientific method and show how
this might be legitimated. This book begins with the question of what methodology might
mean and explores the notions of values, rules and principles, before investigating how
methodologists have sought to show that our scientific methods are rational. Part 2 of this
book sets out some principles of inductive method and examines its alternatives including
abduction, IBE, and hypothetico-deductivism. Part 3 introduces probabilistic modes of
reasoning, particularly Bayesianism in its various guises, and shows how it is able to give an
account of many of the values and rules of method. Part 4 considers the ideas of philosophers
who have proposed distinctive theories of method such as Popper, Lakatos, Kuhn and
Feyerabend and Part 5 continues this theme by considering philosophers who have proposed
naturalised theories of method such as Quine, Laudan and Rescher. This book offers readers a
comprehensive introduction to the idea of scientific method and a wide-ranging discussion of
how historians of science, philosophers of science and scientists have grappled with the
question over the last fifty years.
Homomorphisms in the Service of Geometry American Mathematical Soc.
'Geometry is often given less time in the teaching timetable than other aspects of mathematics. This
book encourages practitioners to think about and raise its profile, indeed achieving what its title
suggest' - Primary Practice `This creative, innovative and fascinating book/CD package is one you
"MUST BUY". All prospective, new and experienced teachers of mathematics can use it to
transform their teaching. All readers can use it to reignite their fascination with mathematics' -
Professor Sylvia Johnson, Sheffield Hallam University 'This book exudes activity and interactivity.
Moreover, it provides challenge in the context of a significant pedagogy, one that is not just present
but actually made explicit. It is undoubtedly a book to learn geometry with, but also one to learn to
think more deeply about geometry, about its nature and essence, and also about its teaching and
learning' - David Pimm Developing Thinking in Geometry enables teachers and their support staff to
experience and teach geometric thinking. As well as discussing key teaching principles, the book and
accompanying interactive CD include many activities that encourage readers to extend their own
learning, and consequently their teaching practices. The book is constructed around the following
key themes: - invariance; - language and points of view; - reasoning using invariance; - visualising
and representing. These themes draw on teaching principles developed by the team at the Open
University's Centre for Mathematics Education which has a 20-year track record of innovative
approaches to teaching and learning geometry. This is a 'must have' text for all primary mathematics
specialists, secondary and Further Education mathematics teachers and their support staff. Anyone
who wishes to create an understanding and enthusiasm for geometry based upon firm research and
effective practice, will enjoy this book. This is the course reader for the Open University Course
ME627 Developing Geometric Thinking
The Novikov Conjecture American Mathematical Soc.
This book considers the so-called Unlikely Intersections, a topic that embraces well-known issues,
such as Lang's and Manin-Mumford's, concerning torsion points in subvarieties of tori or abelian
varieties. More generally, the book considers algebraic subgroups that meet a given subvariety in a
set of unlikely dimension. The book is an expansion of the Hermann Weyl Lectures delivered by
Umberto Zannier at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton in May 2010. The book consists of
four chapters and seven brief appendixes, the last six by David Masser. The first chapter considers
multiplicative algebraic groups, presenting proofs of several developments, ranging from the origins
to recent results, and discussing many applications and relations with other contexts. The second
chapter considers an analogue in arithmetic and several applications of this. The third chapter
introduces a new method for approaching some of these questions, and presents a detailed
application of this (by Masser and the author) to a relative case of the Manin-Mumford issue. The

fourth chapter focuses on the André-Oort conjecture (outlining work by Pila).
Hands-On Geometry Cambridge University Press
This book is motivated by the problem of determining the set of rational points on a variety,
but its true goal is to equip readers with a broad range of tools essential for current research in
algebraic geometry and number theory. The book is unconventional in that it provides
concise accounts of many topics instead of a comprehensive account of just one—this is
intentionally designed to bring readers up to speed rapidly. Among the topics included are
Brauer groups, faithfully flat descent, algebraic groups, torsors, étale and fppf cohomology,
the Weil conjectures, and the Brauer-Manin and descent obstructions. A final chapter applies
all these to study the arithmetic of surfaces. The down-to-earth explanations and the over 100
exercises make the book suitable for use as a graduate-level textbook, but even experts will
appreciate having a single source covering many aspects of geometry over an unrestricted
ground field and containing some material that cannot be found elsewhere.
Elliptic Tales CRC Press
Volume of geometric objects plays an important role in applied and theoretical mathematics.
This is particularly true in the relatively new branch of discrete geometry, where volume is
often used to find new topics for research. Volumetric Discrete Geometry demonstrates the
recent aspects of volume, introduces problems related to it, and presents methods to apply it
to other geometric problems. Part I of the text consists of survey chapters of selected topics
on volume and is suitable for advanced undergraduate students. Part II has chapters of
selected proofs of theorems stated in Part I and is oriented for graduate level students wishing
to learn about the latest research on the topic. Chapters can be studied independently from
each other. Provides a list of 30 open problems to promote research Features more than 60
research exercises Ideally suited for researchers and students of combinatorics, geometry and
discrete mathematics
Algebra and Tiling Princeton University Press
In the three decades since the introduction of the Kobayashi distance, the subject of hyperbolic complex
spaces and holomorphic mappings has grown to be a big industry. This book gives a comprehensive and
systematic account on the Carathéodory and Kobayashi distances, hyperbolic complex spaces and
holomorphic mappings with geometric methods. A very complete list of references should be useful for
prospective researchers in this area.
College Geometry with GeoGebra Springer Science & Business Media
Put compasses into your students' hands and behold the results! Hands-On Geometry teaches
students to draw accurate constructions of equilateral triangles, squares, and regular hexagons,
octagons, and dodecagons; to construct kites and use their diagonals to construct altitudes, angle
bisectors, perpendicular bisectors, and the inscribed and circumscribed circles of any triangle; to
construct perpendicular lines and rectangles, parallel lines, and parallelograms; and to construct a
regular pentagon and a golden rectangle. Students will enjoy fulfilling high standards of precision
with these hands-on activities. Hands-On Geometry provides the background students need to
become exceptionally well prepared for a formal geometry class. The book provides an easy way to
differentiate instruction: Because the lessons are self-explanatory, students can proceed at their own
pace, and the finished constructions can be assessed at a glance. Grades 4-6
Workshop, June 3-13, 2009, Conference, June 15-19, 2009, Columbia University, New Ork, NY CRC Press
Conference proceedings based on the 1996 LMS Durham Symposium 'Galois representations in arithmetic
algebraic geometry'.
Riemannian Holonomy Groups and Calibrated Geometry Springer Nature
The aim of the Expositions is to present new and important developments in pure and applied
mathematics. Well established in the community over more than two decades, the series offers a
large library of mathematical works, including several important classics. The volumes supply
thorough and detailed expositions of the methods and ideas essential to the topics in question. In
addition, they convey their relationships to other parts of mathematics. The series is addressed to
advanced readers interested in a thorough study of the subject. Editorial Board Lev Birbrair,
Universidade Federal do Ceará, Fortaleza, Brasil Walter D. Neumann, Columbia University, New
York, USA Markus J. Pflaum, University of Colorado, Boulder, USA Dierk Schleicher, Jacobs
University, Bremen, Germany Katrin Wendland, University of Freiburg, Germany Honorary Editor
Victor P. Maslov, Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia Titles in planning include Yuri A.
Bahturin, Identical Relations in Lie Algebras (2019) Yakov G. Berkovich, Lev G. Kazarin, and
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Emmanuel M. Zhmud', Characters of Finite Groups, Volume 2 (2019) Jorge Herbert Soares de Lira,
Variational Problems for Hypersurfaces in Riemannian Manifolds (2019) Volker Mayer, Mariusz
Urba?ski, and Anna Zdunik, Random and Conformal Dynamical Systems (2021) Ioannis Diamantis,
Bostjan Gabrovsek, Sofia Lambropoulou, and Maciej Mroczkowski, Knot Theory of Lens Spaces
(2021)
Rational Points on Varieties Conjectures in Arithmetic Algebraic GeometryA Survey
The dense packing of microscopic spheres (i.e. atoms) is the basic geometric arrangement in
crystals of mono-atomic elements with weak covalent bonds, which achieves the optimal
?known density? of B/û18. In 1611, Johannes Kepler had already ?conjectured? that B/û18
should be the optimal ?density? of sphere packings. Thus, the central problems in the study of
sphere packings are the proof of Kepler's conjecture that B/û18 is the optimal density, and the
establishing of the least action principle that the hexagonal dense packings in crystals are the
geometric consequence of optimization of density. This important book provides a self-
contained proof of both, using vector algebra and spherical geometry as the main techniques
and in the tradition of classical geometry.
The Dynamical Mordell–Lang Conjecture Yale University Press
Crossing Numbers of Graphs is the first book devoted to the crossing number, an increasingly
popular object of study with surprising connections. The field has matured into a large body of work,
which includes identifiable core results and techniques. The book presents a wide variety of ideas
and techniques in topological graph theory, discrete geometry, and computer science. The first part
of the text deals with traditional crossing number, crossing number values, crossing lemma, related
parameters, computational complexity, and algorithms. The second part includes the rich history of
alternative crossing numbers, the rectilinear crossing number, the pair crossing number, and the
independent odd crossing number.It also includes applications of the crossing number outside
topological graph theory. Aimed at graduate students and professionals in both mathematics and
computer science The first book of its kind devoted to the topic Authored by a noted authority in
crossing numbers
Interactions Between Hyperbolic Geometry, Quantum Topology, and Number Theory Routledge
This cutting-edge, standard-setting text explores the spectral geometry of Riemannian submersions. Working
for the most part with the form valued Laplacian in the class of smooth compact manifolds without boundary,
the authors study the relationship-if any-between the spectrum of Dp on Y and Dp on Z, given that Dp is the
p form valued Laplacian and pi: Z ® Y is a Riemannian submersion. After providing the necessary
background, including basic differential geometry and a discussion of Laplace type operators, the authors
address rigidity theorems. They establish conditions that ensure that the pull back of every eigenform on Y is
an eigenform on Z so the eigenvalues do not change, then show that if a single eigensection is preserved, the
eigenvalues do not change for the scalar or Bochner Laplacians. For the form valued Laplacian, they show
that if an eigenform is preserved, then the corresponding eigenvalue can only increase. They generalize these
results to the complex setting as well. However, the spinor setting is quite different. For a manifold with non-
trivial boundary and imposed Neumann boundary conditions, the result is surprising-the eigenvalues can
change. Although this is a relatively rare phenomenon, the authors give examples-a circle bundle or, more
generally, a principal bundle with structure group G where the first cohomology group H1(G;R) is non
trivial. They show similar results in the complex setting, show that eigenvalues can decrease in the spinor
setting, and offer a list of unsolved problems in this area. Moving to some related topics involving questions
of positive curvature, for the first time in mathematical literature the authors establish a link between the
spectral geometry of Riemannian submersions and the Gromov-Lawson conjecture. Spectral Geometry,
Riemannian Submersions, and the Gromov-Lawson Conjecture addresses a hot research area and promises to
set a standard for the field. Researchers and applied mathematicians interested in mathematical physics and
relativity will find this work both fascinating and important.

Galois Representations in Arithmetic Algebraic Geometry American Mathematical Soc.
This guide to algebraic geometry covers the active areas of the subject: birational geometry of
higher dimensional algebraic varieties, Kauml;hler manifolds and analytic varieties, abelian
varieties, arithmetic algebraic geometry, rigid analytic spaces, cycles and vector bundles on
algebraic varieties, mixed Hodge structures, period maps for K3 surfaces and for isolated
singularities. Many of the papers not only contain original results, but also survey the
particular topics covered.
An Investigative Approach American Mathematical Soc.
Conjectures in Arithmetic Algebraic GeometryA SurveySpringer Science & Business Media
Homotopy Equivalences of 3-Manifolds and Deformation Theory of Kleinian Groups John Wiley &
Sons
For over 100 years the Poincare Conjecture, which proposes a topological characterization of the
3-sphere, has been the central question in topology. Since its formulation, it has been repeatedly
attacked, without success, using various topological methods. Its importance and difficulty were
highlighted when it was chosen as one of the Clay Mathematics Institute's seven Millennium Prize
Problems. In 2002 and 2003 Grigory Perelman posted three preprints showing how to use geometric
arguments, in particular the Ricci flow as introduced and studied by Hamilton, to establish the
Poincare Conjecture in the affirmative. This book provides full details of a complete proof of the
Poincare Conjecture following Perelman's three preprints. After a lengthy introduction that outlines

the entire argument, the book is divided into four parts. The first part reviews necessary results from
Riemannian geometry and Ricci flow, including much of Hamilton's work. The second part starts
with Perelman's length function, which is used to establish crucial non-collapsing theorems. Then it
discusses the classification of non-collapsed, ancient solutions to the Ricci flow equation. The third
part concerns the existence of Ricci flow with surgery for all positive time and an analysis of the
topological and geometric changes introduced by surgery. The last part follows Perelman's third
preprint to prove that when the initial Riemannian 3-manifold has finite fundamental group, Ricci
flow with surgery becomes extinct after finite time. The proofs of the Poincare Conjecture and the
closely related 3-dimensional spherical space-form conjecture are then immediate. The existence of
Ricci flow with surgery has application to 3-manifolds far beyond the Poincare Conjecture. It forms
the heart of the proof via Ricci flow of Thurston's Geometrization Conjecture. Thurston's
Geometrization Conjecture, which classifies all compact 3-manifolds, will be the subject of a follow-
up article. The organization of the material in this book differs from that given by Perelman. From
the beginning the authors present all analytic and geometric arguments in the context of Ricci flow
with surgery. In addition, the fourth part is a much-expanded version of Perelman's third preprint; it
gives the first complete and detailed proof of the finite-time extinction theorem. With the large
amount of background material that is presented and the detailed versions of the central arguments,
this book is suitable for all mathematicians from advanced graduate students to specialists in
geometry and topology. Clay Mathematics Institute Monograph Series The Clay Mathematics
Institute Monograph Series publishes selected expositions of recent developments, both in emerging
areas and in older subjects transformed by new insights or unifying ideas.
Geometry and Algebra OUP Oxford
Elliptic Tales describes the latest developments in number theory by looking at one of the most exciting
unsolved problems in contemporary mathematics--the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture. The Clay
Mathematics Institute is offering a prize of $1 million to anyone who can discover a general solution to the
problem. The key to the conjecture lies in elliptic curves, which are cubic equations in two variables. These
equations may appear simple, yet they arise from some very deep--and often very mystifying--mathematical
ideas. Using only basic algebra and calculus while presenting numerous eye-opening examples, Ash and
Gross make these ideas accessible to general readers, and, in the process, venture to the very frontiers of
modern mathematics. Along the way, they give an informative and entertaining introduction to some of the
most profoundmay appear simple, yet they arise from some very deep--and often very
mystifying--mathematical ideas. Using only basic algebra and calculus while presenting numerous eye-
opening examples, Ash and Gross make these ideas accessible to general readers, and, in the process, venture
to the very frontiers of modern mathematics. Along the way, they give an informative and entertaining
introduction to some of the most profound discoveries of the last three centuries in algebraic geometry,
abstract algebra, and number theory. They demonstrate how mathematics grows more abstract to tackle ever
more challenging problems, and how each new generation of mathematicians builds on the accomplishments
of those who preceded them. Ash and Gross fully explain how the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer Conjecture
sheds light on the number theory of elliptic curves, and how it provides a beautiful and startling connection
between two very different objects arising from an elliptic curve, one based on calculus, the other on algebra.
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